Issue 1

Being Kind Online
At Alec Hunter we believe all of our students have a responsibility
to not only stay safe online but also to be kind to others.
Here are some tips as a parent for you to promote kindness online
to your children.
1. Work Together on an Online Rules List
Ideas may include:
• The Golden Rule of kindness: treating others the way you’d want to be treated.
• Only sharing positive messages online that lift others up
• Sending personal goodwill messages to friends on birthdays and other celebrations.
• ‘Think before you click’ and ask yourself if you’d say this to someone’s face, then use the THINK
method to determine if you should type your thoughts:
• Only chatting online to people you know offline (like school friends).
• Only use the internet for a set period of time per day.
• Only use family-approved websites

2. Model how to be kind online
The odds are very good most children will witness cyberbullying. When your child witnesses
cyberbullying, they need strategies to address it, because it can be frightening.
• Talk to your child and give them suggestions of kind, reassuring messages to the child who was
cyberbullied.
• Remind your child their bullied peer feels hurt and alone right now and they can reach out with
empathy and compassion.
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3. Help your child start a blog or online diary
Take kindness online by helping your child to keep a blog. Have you ever considered blogging with
your child?
By working with your child on a blog, you’ll be able to guide them through the steps of sharing their
thoughts online. In the process, make sure to edit the posts with your child and provide suggestions
on how to craft messages that are appropriate, affirming of others, and safe to share online.
It could be a blog that reviews books or, you could consider a blog all about kindness.
The benefit of this approach is you are not just teaching your child to be kind online. You are giving
them writing and computer literacy skills that will help them out at school, too.

4. Post uplifting messages with your child
It is likely your child will increase their usage of social media, so you could model ways to use it that
spread kindness online.
You could have your child help out with posting images on your own social media accounts.
Give your child the choice about which images, text, and memes to post. Have them do an online
image search for positive and uplifting messages to share online.
This is a great teaching opportunity because you will be able to talk with them about why they chose
the images they did and what effect that may have on the people who see the images.
You could also let them “look over your shoulder” during an online conversation and give them the
choice of which ‘gif’ or emoji to send back in return.
Guide them on finding a message or image that will spread positivity and happiness on the internet.
Modelling positive practices online will help show your child what you consider to be appropriate
ways to use the internet when it’s their turn.

5. Donate online together
It gets children into the habit of thinking about others and giving back to their community.
It will give them a taste of different causes and help them find issues that are close to their hearts

